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6 YEAR OLD 16 HAND SORREL GELSING $ 12,500

Description

Meet Cifford the big red horse! Here is an attractive and well- bred 6 year old, 16.0 hand sorrel AQHA gelding
with good foot and bone. Clifford has been trained In western pleasure and has also been started jumping over
small fences. He has a beautiful slow jog, a one step lope and never misses the correct lead and he goes both
English and western. He has a comfortable to sit slow lope and is very smooth to ride in all gates. Good stop,
backs soft and side passes well. This horse is very settled and independent to ride out anywhere. From our busy
neighborhood streets to our rugged mountain trails. When out on the trails he will lead, follow, ride quietly in a
group as well as out alone. He navigates our rocky terrain and Steep Mountain trails well Crosses the river, down
timber and goes through or over anything we ask. Clifford is equally solid to ride in urban environments. He is
cool, calm and collected about all the things we encounter and ride past, from fast passing vehicles to farm
animals as well as the occasional neighborhood dogs that bark and charge up at us. This horse has a people
loving personality and wants to be your best friend. He gets along well turned out with other horses and is a get
along kind of guy. He will be the first one to meet you at the gate happy and willing to do whatever you have
planned for him. He is extremely gentle and will stay gentle with time off. This horse is very easy to ride and
would be suitable for most any level of rider. He is good to tie, tack, bathe, shoe, load and haul. No bad habits
and is 100% safe, sane and sound. Sold! Sorry you missed him. We have others so feel free to give us a call and
see if we have a match for you! Happy trails!

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: A FAITHFUL MACHINE  Gender: Gelding

Age: 6 yrs  Height: 16 hands

Color: Sorrel  Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: Yes
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